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Abstract 
 
In this essay I would like to discuss occurances and functions of ambiguity in the work of 
Takahiko iimura, regarding his closed circuit video installations. Hereby I will refer particularly 
to a series of video works (»Observer/Observed«, 1975; »Observer/Observed/Observer«, 
1976; »Camera, Monitor/Frame«, 1976),  which iimura understood as a video trilogy, entitled 
as »A Semiology of Video«. Iimura provided a detailed description of this trilogy and the 
related »linguistic approach«, which will count as a basic reference for my essay (iimura 
2007: 127-162). I would like to show, how occurances of ambiguity are to be observed in 
some basic structures of iimura’s installations, and how these occurances have to be 
considered as constitutive and conceptual elements in iimura’s work. I will relate these 
observations to iimura’s ideas on the relationship between language and video, which he 
developed »according to the logical structure of a video system dealing with the grammar of 
language at the same time« (iimura 2007: 127). Finally I would like to discuss the status of 
ambiguity in iimura’s work related to the contextualization of his work with these of other 
artists and his cultural background, particularly in critical consideration of the possibility to 
contextualize his work with the ideas of »Zen-Buddhism«. 
 
Biographical note: Takahiko iimura, born 1937 in Tokyo. In the 1960s experimental film 
making. Since 1996 video-art. Exploring the structure of closed-circuit video-systems with 
minimalistic and conceptualistic installations, refering to »issues of identity and semiology, 
encompass[ing] many aspects of the phenomenology of perception in both Western and 
Eastern cultures« (Sanville 2010). In this essay I will discuss particularly his work series 
entitled »A Semiology of Video«. 
------------------- 
1: see Part 3, as a paraphrase of an utterance of John Cage 



»Takahiko iimura, whose work (...) makes use of postmodern ambiguity in that he choses not only to live it, 
but to make of it a theory, and this in his works« (Charles 1999: 53) 

 
 
1. Overview of the »Semiology« and the segments of the 3 parts of the trilogy 

 
For his discussion of the trilogy, iimura chose to offer a non-cronological listing with placing 

»Camera, Monitor, Frame« at the beginning, because it »comes first thematically and served 

the role of introducing the other two works« (127). The three parts are each structured in 

different segments. I hold it important to provide an overview of the whole structure, to gain a 

first idea of the complexity, elaboratedness and sophisticated structure of the trilogy. 

 

»Camera, Monitor, Frame (1976-1998)« 

Segment 1: »This is a camera 1«,  (b/w, sound, 2’00’’) 

Segment 2: »This is a camera 2«,   (b/w, sound, 1’04’’) 

Segment 3: »This is a Monitor 1«,   (b/w, sound, 1’15’’) 

Segment 4: »This is a Monitor 2«,   (b/w, silent, 1’17’’) 

Segment 5: »To See the Frame«,   (b/w, silent, 1’25’’) 

 

»Observer/Observed (1975-1998)« 

Segment 1: »#1 Observe/Observed«, (b/w, sound, 2’40’’) 

Segment 2: »#2 Seeing/Not Seeing«,  (b/w, silent, 1’58’’) 

Segment 3: »#3 She Sees/Seen«,   (b/w, silent, 3’15’’) 

 

»Observer/Observed/Observer (1976-1998)« 

Segment 1: »#1 See You/Myself«,     (b/w, sound, 1’57’’) 

Segment 2: »# Camera 1/2-Monitor 1/2«,    (b/w, sound, 1’53’’) 

Segment 3: »#3 Camera 2-Camera 1/Monitor 1/2«,  (b/w, sound, 1’33’’) 

 

For my purpose it is useful, to begin my discussion with the 2nd segment of the first part, 

»This is a camera 2«, because it will count as an exemplary example for the occurance of 

ambiguity in Takahiko’s work. 

 

2. »Camera, Monitor, Frame« 

 
[2] Still from »Camera, Monitor, Frame«, Segment 1 »This is a camera 1« 



2.1. »Structural Ambiguity«:  

»Camera, Monitor, Frame«, Segment 2: »This is a camera 2« 

 

In this piece two cameras are facing each other [1]. »The cameras pan each other, and the 

picture consists only of Camera1, Camera2 and empty space. There’s no synchronized 

sound, only voice over« (134). Iimura provides a »picture plan« and »program« [3]: 

 
[3] Plan »Camera, Monitor, Frame«, Segment 2 »This is a camera 2« 



The central »narrative« element of this piece is the sentence »This is a camera which shoots 

this«. The sentence is spoken by a voice-over, synchronized with the single shots like it is 

listed in the »program« [3]. Ambiguity occurs through the different combinations of the word 

»This« with the related pictures. Hereby »This« is (not solely) refering variantly to the 

pictures entitled: »camera 2« (shot 1, 5), »camera 1 (shot 2, 9), »wall (white) (shot 3, 4, 7), 

but the use of the word »This« causes further and more complex structures of ambiguity, 

because If we analize these combinations in detail, there will be 3 different types of 

ambiguity to be distinguished. For »Type 2« we can distinguish furthermore 2 »subcases« (2 

a, and 2b), subsequently, we have 4 different occurances of ambiguity. 

 

1. »This« refering to different pictures 

2. »This« functioning as: a) a »subject« (1), or b) as an »object« (3, 4, 6, 7) 

3. »This« functioning simultaneously as »subject« AND »object« (2, 5, 9) 

 

Therefore it has been shown, that the occurance of ambiguity plays a central role in this 

piece, because it is directly connected with the very structure of the work and its complex 

structure. In this case we could call it a »structural ambiguity«. 

 

From a symbol-theoretical view, we can relate the different references of the word »This« to 

Nelson Goodman’s conception of »indicator terms«. As these symbol-theoretical questions 

are not central to this essay, see: Romanacci 2010: 56-59, for further reading.  

 

»This is a Camera 2« could be considered as an exemplary work regarding the occurances 

of ambiguity. The discussed 3 types of ambiguity, its combinations and variations can be 

detected in many other pieces of iimura. In the following I will analize some more examples, 

before I will discuss the phenomenon ambiguity regarding connections between iimura’s 

work and other artists and theorists. 

 

2.2. »Dialectical Ambiguity«:  

»Camera, Monitor, Frame«, Segment 1: »This is a camera 1« 

 

This piece is similar to »This is a camera 2«, in the »Semiology«, its the first piece iimura 

describes. In contrast, here alos a person is involved, Takahiko iimura. Also the central 

narrative parts are different, and another picture plan and program follows [4]: 

 



 
 

[4] Plan »Camera, Monitor, Frame«, Segment 1 »This is a camera 1« 

 

Again Takahiko is dealing with the notion and definition of an »object« and a »subject« (130). 

Takahiko’s theme of the work »is to synthesize and combine two propositions into the 

dialectics of the visual and the language« (130). The two propositions are »This is a camera« 

and »I am Takahiko iimura«. Again, the word »This« is refering to different »objects« (1, 4). 

In comparison with the first piece, we find a slightly different case of ambiguity. In picture 

»1«, »This« is refering to the »object«: camera 1. In picture »4«, »This« is refering to an 

empty space, and simultaneously to the opposite of the first proposition. »[H]owever, in an 

empty space the demonstrative pronoun loses the object (...) Thus the pronoun „this“ 



signifies an object as well as no object« (132). In this piece, not only the word »this« is 

ambiguous, also the whole sentences »This is a camera« and its negative are ambiguous. 

Because »“This is a camera“ has been spoken three times, its negative twice. The picture, 

however, has differed every time except 1A and 3A. This means that the identical sentence 

can accompany different pictures« (132). Takahiko is also discussing differences between 

English and Japanese, but these differences are not in the focus of my essay. The piece 

ends up ina final »dialectical« conclusion, which is expressing a profound logical ambiguity: 

In picture 8 (see [2]), you can see iimura’s face behind a camera, covering the left half of his 

face, accompanied with the utterance »I am a camera«. In comparison and reference to 

Dziga Vertov’s suggestions in his kino-eye writings (Vertov 1984) and his film »The Man With 

a Movie Camera« (1929), where he is concluding »I am a camera«, iimura is insisting that 

his conclusion is not ment metaphorically, but »drawn from the dialectics between the two 

propositions« (134) (...) In this piece, iimura is particularly focusing on the relationships 

between voice and image: »In other words, my work attempt to achieve a dialectic between 

picture and sound recording of both synchronized and asynchronized voices against the 

picture« (134). 

 

For the purpose of this essay, it is not necessary, to analyze the other pieces of the trilogy in 

depths, because the structures of the occurances of ambiguity are similar and can be 

analyzed refering to these examples. I will conclude my discussion of the »Semiology« with 

the piece »Observer/Observed, segment 2«, because here we will find some hints for a 

broader contextualisation of iimura’s work. Iimura himself is refering to Vertov, Eisenstein 

and  Metz regarding his »This is a camera 1« and »This is a camera 2«, but he is stressing 

the differences between a Semiology of Video and of Film: 

 
»The reference point of „This is a camera 1“ is Kino Eye by Dziga Vertov; for „This is a camera 2“ it is the 

proposition of Sergei Eisenstein’s „word“ theory along with Christian Metz’s „sentence“ theory. In the latter 

video, I have proposed a third alternative ...« [which] differs from Eisenstein’s montage theory (...)« (127) 

 

 

3. »Ambiguity of Sight«:  

»Observer / Observed«, Segment 2: »#2 Seeing/Not Seeing« 

 
»Seeing/Not Seeing is a silent piece with superimposed letters. Basically the work conists if images on a 

monitor, which contrast the closing and the opening of eyes shown in close-up and feedback image of the 

monitor, which replaces the eyes« (148): 

 



 
[5] Plan »Observer / Observed«, Segment 2 »#2 Seeing / Not Seeing« 

 

As mentioned already, it is not necessary for the purpose of this essay, to go into further 

detailed analysis. In this piece I would like to focus particularly on iimura’s commentary to the 

ambiguous status of the utterance »Not Seeing« independend of the usage in his work, to 

draw a connection to his ideas of other artist’s concepts for further contextualisation. In the 

following passage, iimura is refering to Rene Magritte and to John Cage, closing with a 

famous utterance of the latter, which will give way to understand my initial »Motto« as a 

paraphrase of Cage’s sentence: 

 



»Recently I showed this work and an audience member commented that it seemed to resemble the 

painting by Rene Magritte, „This is not a pipe.“ The painting by Magritte is a denial of the picture (...). The 

sentence, „This is not a pipe,“ has a specific (if doubled) object. In my video no object for denial is shown, 

only a denial for sight: „Not Seeing.“ There is even a self-contradiction [ambiguity] in simply seeing 

(reading) „Not Seeing.“ 

In that sense this phrase is close to John Cage’s statement, „I have nothing to say and I am saying it.“ 

(Cage 1990), (150) 
 

Another examply of such an elementary »Ambiguity of Sight« can be observed in iimura’s 

»Talking Picture (The Structure of Film Viewing), No. 2 „Seeing Nothing“« (1981), [6]: 

 

 
[6] Still from »Talking Picture (The Structure of Film Viewing) (1981), No.2 „Seeing Nothing“« 

 

4. »Structures of Ambiguity« v.s. reductionistic contextualisation. 

Iimura and Zen 

 

 
[7] Still from »MA: Space/Time in the Garden of Ryoan-ji« (1989), »The Garden«  



It is a popular practise, to relate japanese artists to the ideas of Zen Buddhism. And with 

iimura refering to Cage, there might be a considerable hint, to do so regarding iimura, 

because Cage did actually refer to Zen. Furthermore, Iimura did a piece which is dealing with 

a genuin buddhistic subject, the Ryoan-ji Garden, in his work »MA: Space/Time in the 

Garden of Ryoan-ji« (1989), [7], (see iimura 2007: 95-108 for his comments on this work). 

The structure of Zen Koans could be also described in a comparable way as ambiguous. For 

this reasons, iimura’s work may be related regarding some aspects to the »japanese way« 

(Kacunko 2006), but it is necessary to detect the various other influences and connections to 

iimura’s work, like references to Vertov, Eisenstein, Metz, Derrida (Iimura 2007: 165-180), 

and others. 

 

One general aim of this essay, is to remind of the need for a differentiated and precise 

analysis of the specific compositional structures of an artist’s work. Historical and other 

contextualisation is without any question an indispensable background for such an analysis, 

but should not replace or obscure the need for a structural analysis. Such an approach might 

be considered to be related in the tradition of Konrad Fiedler (1841-1895) or Max Imdahl 

(1925-1988), if in doing so, on the other hand, keeping in mind Imdahl’s tendencies to 

neglect the neccessary historical contextualisation, sometimes (see Rosenberg 2006, for a 

discussion of Imdahls query with history). Only with a precise analysis we might be able to 

get an idea of an artwork, and we can follow iimura regarding the last piece of his Semiology 

in stating that »the question here is wether as a viewer one is able to capture the meanings 

of this movement fully and in depths« (161). 

 

In a more specific sence, I do hold it also necessary, to develop differentiated typologies of 

compositional aspects, like »ambiguity«, for such elements are often used in a much too 

general way in art historical analysis. Especially for art students, such structural analysis will 

provide valuable insight into compositional methods. For a symbol-theoretical, 

epistemological, and typological analysis of »Pictorial Ambiguity« see my exemplary study 

(Romanacci 2010). 
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